
Movement Research is one of the world’s leading 
laboratories for the investigation of dance and movement-
based forms. Valuing the individual artist, their creative 
process and their vital role within society, Movement 
Research is dedicated to the creation and implementation 
of free and low-cost programs that nurture and instigate 
discourse and experimentation. Movement Research strives 
to reflect the cultural, political and economic diversity of its 
moving community, including artists and audiences alike.
 
About the Movement Research Festival
The Movement Research Festival finds its roots in the 
Improvisation Festival/New York (IF/NY), initiated in 
1992 by artists Sondra Loring (a Movement Research 
Artist-in-Residence at the time) and Julie Carr. In 1999, 
IF/NY became a program of Movement Research under 
the curation of Programming Director Amanda Loulaki. In 
2004, Movement Research created an artist curator format, 
and in 2006, Movement Research established the Festival 
as a twice-annual event. This biannual, guest artist curated 
approach allows for a varied investigation and exploration 
into current artistic concerns and reflects Movement 
Research’s mission of valuing the voices of diverse artists, 
their creative process and its vital role within society.
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Artists
Brooklyn Arts Exchange (BAX)’s youth modern dance program 
culminates in a Dance Performance Workshop (DPW Levels I-III) 
series for students ages 9-18. DPW III students (ages 13-18) hone 
their practice as creators and creative risk-takers, community 
members and collaborators, to develop and direct original work 
for performance under the guidance of director Helen Tocci. 
This 2017/18 season, DPW III students have participated in a 
Guest Choreography Series facilitated by NYC-based dancer/
choreographer, Skye Montante.

Charmaine Warren is a performer, historian, consultant, and 
dance writer. She is the founder/artistic director for “Dance on 
the Lawn-Montclair Dance Festival,” curates for E-Moves, and 
The Wassaic Project Festival. She danced with david roussève/
REALITY, is a faculty member at Hunter and Empire State 
Colleges, and a former faculty member at Ailey/Fordham, Sarah 
Lawrence College and Kean. She is published in Dance Magazine, 
Amsterdam News, and served on panels for The Pew Center for the 
Arts and Kevin Spacey Foundation.

The Chinatown Art Brigade is a collective of Asian American 
artists, media makers and activists with roots in NY Chinatown. 
Our work is driven by a deep love for our community and the 
fundamental belief that fighting against racial and economic 
inequity is central to our cultural and art making process. 

Collective States is a group grown from Witness/Merge, States of 
Being, and other indoor/outdoor practices. Collective States draws 
interactive performances from these improvisational practices. The 
group has shared work at Domestic Performance Agency, La Casa, 
Bread & Yoga, and in Inwood parks. This latest project supports 
immigrant artists.

Founded in 2008, The Commons Choir is a core and variable cast 
of roughly 30 singers, actors, dancers, poets, musicians, composers 
and people, is the performative aspect of the Prosodic Body, a new 
field of research founded by Daria Faïn and Robert Kocik, that 
explores language as sound, embodiment and utmost expression. 

The Dance Pit, a.k.a Anuradha Golder, is a DJ, curator, organizer, 
zine-maker, and sound designer from the South Bronx. She has 
been spearheading the “Club Etiquette” zine, puts in practice 
conscious guidelines on how to have a good time at the club through 
a party of the same name.

Feminist Art Group creates a structure for the involved artists to 
generate work while relying on each other as collective support. The 
vision is simple. Create a task and execute. Every artist involved 
makes choices in the work. By carefully curating feminist bodies, 
tasks will evolve with a more conscious, considered, 
relevant purpose.

Nia Love is reframing [per]formance by redefining ways to 
reconstruct language and gesture. Genuinely charging herself with 
alternative ways to be in process-what gets made and how it gets 
made— the value of research. Graduate of Howard University and 
Florida State University. A current Movement Research Artist-in-
Residence ‘16-17. Most recently visiting asst. professor at The New 
School, Racial Equity Advisor at BAX, and MRX visiting artist at 
UCLA department of World Arts and Culture/Dance spring 2018.

The People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond focuses 
on understanding what racism is, where it comes from, how it 
functions, why it persists and how it can be undone. Our Undoing 
Racism workshops utilize a systemic approach that emphasizes 
learning from history, developing leadership, maintaining 
accountability to communities, creating networks, undoing 
internalized racial oppression and understanding the role of 
organizational gatekeeping as a mechanism for perpetuating 
racism. www.pisab.org www.antiracistalliance.com

Potluck Project is a multi-generational, multi-ethnic, and non-
judgmental gathering for POC who work and contribute to the 
creative sector. Potluck Project gatherings celebrate communion 
and sanctuary, as well as personal and collective healing, and 
are geared towards helping POC thrive outside of oppressive 
institutional structures. 

Skeleton Architecture is a vessel of Black womyn and gender 
nonconforming artists rooted in the rigor and power of the collective 
in practice. We create, organize, advocate, gather, curate, perform, 
play, challenge, and teach through the depth of our ancestral 
knowledges toward the liberated future of our worlds.

Social Health Performance Club gathers as a collective of 
artists to produce events, exhibitions, and other public art projects. 
SHPC is framed as a performance. The artists gather together as 
action, work through social relationships as artistic processes and 
require ongoing critique, checking in and safe space conversation. 
SHPC has performed at JACK, Abrons Arts Center, ABC No Rio, 
The Queens Museum and Gallery Sensei. Esther Neff, Elizabeth 
Lamb and Ayana Evans are the founding curators 2014.

The South Asian Women’s Creative Collective is a nonprofit 
arts organization dedicated to the advancement, visibility, and 
development of emerging and established South Asian women 
artists and creative professionals by providing a physical and 
virtual space to profile their creative and intellectual work 
across disciplines.

Wildcat! is the collective project of interdisciplinary artists Jeremy 
Toussaint-Baptiste, Eleni Zaharopoulos, and André M. Zachery 
that examines precarity as a constant condition for the majority 
of people in society and is dedicated to an artistic practice of social 
interaction performed, created, or distributed that educates, 
empowers, and mobilizes people to recognize and respond 
collectively against all forms of inequality and injustice.

Yellow Jackets Collective is an intersectional collective of queer 
Yellow American femmes collaborating towards futures that center 
marginalized bodies.

Young Dancemakers Company is a tuition-free summer dance 
ensemble entering its 23rd season in 2018, composed annually of 
NYC public high school students who want to create and perform 
their own original choreography in major theaters throughout 
NYC. The cast for the Movement Research Festival Fall 2017: 
invisible material is composed of alums from YDC 2010 to 2015, 
who responded to founder Alice Teirstein’s call for collaborative 
participants in the creation of a choreographic work.

Curators
Jonathan Gonzalez is an interdisciplinary artist and 
“Bessie” nominated performer based in his native New 
York City. He has been a New York Live Arts Fresh Tracks 
Artist in collaboration with EmmaGrace Skove-Epes, 
BAX/Dancing While Black Fellow under the direction of 
Paloma McGregor, Diebold Award recipient for Distinction 
in Choreography & Performance, Rema Hort Mann 
Foundation nominee, BAX/SUBMERGE! artist, curator 
with Sunday Service at Knockdown Center, as well as a 
POSSE Leadership and Bessie Schonberg Scholar. He has 
performed in the works of Ligia Lewis, Cynthia Oliver, Alex 
Baczyinski-Jenkins, Isabel Lewis, Jaamil Olawale Kosoko, 
Ni’Ja Whitson, Marjani Forté, and Jomama Jones, among 
others. He is a graduate of Trinity College, Trinity Laban 
Conservatoire, and holds an MFA from Sarah 
Lawrence College. 

Zavé Martohardjono is an interdisciplinary artist 
interested in geopolitics, social justice, queer glam, 
and embodied healing. Among many venues, they’ve 
performed at BAAD!, Boston Center for the Arts, Center for 
Performance Research, Gibney Dance, Issue Project Room, 
Leonard & Bina Ellen Art Gallery, Movement Research 
at the Judson Church, Panoply Performance Laboratory, 
Recess, Storm King Art Center, and the Wild Project. Zavé 
is in LMCC’s 2017-2018 Workspace Residency program 
and has been in residence at The Bronx Museum of the 
Arts, Gibney Dance Work Up 3.0, Shandaken: Storm 
King, La MaMa, and Chez Bushwick. They have danced 
in the works of Mariangela Lopez and J. Dellecave. They 
organize with artists of color and work at the ACLU to end 
mass incarceration. They received their BA from Brown 
University and their MFA in Media Arts Production from 
the City College of New York. 

EmmaGrace Skove-Epes is a movement-based 
artist, teacher, and organizer. Her work has lived at 
venues including Theater for the New City, Roulette 
Intermedium, Brooklyn Bridge Park, and the Center for 
Performance Research. She has been the recipient of a 
residency at Gowanus Arts, a space grant at the Brooklyn 
Arts Exchange, and has been a Fresh Tracks Artist in 
collaboration with Jonathan Gonzalez at New York Live 
Arts (NYLA). She has danced with Kathy Westwater, 
Edisa Weeks, Jon Kinzel, Jodi Melnick, Peniel Guerrier, 
Jesse Phillips-Fein, and Nadia Tykulsker, among others. 
EmmaGrace has taught at James Baldwin High School, 
Brooklyn Studios for Dance, Bard College and NYU 
Tisch, and is currently teaching at Third Root Community 
Health Center and is a teaching artist through NYLA. 
She organizes with Artists Co-Creating Real Equity and 
Breaking White Silence.



Young Dancemakers Co. 
+ Brooklyn Arts Exchange 
Dance Performance 
Workshop DPW III
Two youth-led ensembles have been invited 
to collectively compose original works to 
be performed as the final event to close the 
Movement Research Festival Fall 2017: invisible 
material. See website for more info on Young 
Dancemakers Co. and BAX Dance Performance 
Workshop III. 

2pm Abrons Arts Center
FREE, RSVP Recommended

Anuradha Golder 
a.k.a. The Dance Pit
Please stay with us following Skeleton 
Architecture for a dance party with 
Anuradha Golder a.k.a. The Dance Pit to 
mark the opening of the festival. 

Whether it’s because of scene politics or deep-
seated misogyny, racism and transphobia, the 
dance music community often lacks the reflexive 
self-critical attitude necessary to approach 
patriarchy and endemic racial bias. Golder will 
continue to push a conversation that aims to 
make the club a safe, open, enjoyable space 
for all. 
@thedancepit 

10pm Judson Memorial Church
FREE

Silent Walk 
invisible material curators, Jonathan Gonzalez, 
Zavé Martohardjono, and EmmaGrace Skove-
Epes, will open Danspace Project as a space 
to gather and reflect through action. We will 
compassionately sit with our questions, self-
reflections, and reflections on our communities, 
as we reground ourselves in our abilities to 
move, shift, and transform. 

4:30-5:30pm 
Danspace Project
FREE, RSVP Recommended

Skeleton Architecture
This gathering is visioned as public space, 
especially for Black bodies to collect and to 
center ourselves in particular solidarity. This SA 
collective offering builds upon the foundational 
work of last year’s initiatives to process and 
claim ways of being in public performative 
space that prioritize us, acting as witness, and 
testifying as being seen. This sharing imagines 
and activates a site of interSections where 
Black womyn and gender non-conforming 
artists manifest decolonizing practices 
through improvisation and dialogue/embodied 
experiences. 

8pm Judson Memorial Church
FREE

Workshop with 
Charmaine Warren
Collaborating Cultures – Background 
Check: a class/workshop based on each 
participant’s investigation of dance as part of 
their cultural expression. Together, the aim is 
that all participants will contribute to a blend 
of cumulative cultural expressions, and how it 
could “speak” to our backgrounds, or one that 
we are all curious about. This class/workshop is 
designed to be an overview of culture through 
dance performance and dance history, and aims 
to introduce and uncover some of the chronology, 
the choreographic approaches, plus forms, styles 
and techniques, which have shaped the way 
we look at, talk and write about some cultural 
dances. Discussions will look at the contributions 
of leaders in these forms that connect to current-
day translations of varied vernacular forms, 
practices and performance.

12-2pm Danspace Project
$5-$15 sliding scale, 
pre-registration recommended

RSVP & TICKETS ////////

To RSVP or pre-register 
for workshops, visit: 
movementresearch.org/
festival

To purchase tickets for 
performances at Danspace 
Project (Thursday, Friday, 
Saturday 11/30-12/2) visit: 
danspaceproject.org

LOCATIONS //////////////////
All festival locations are 
wheelchair accessible. 
Visit our website for 
information about 
accessibility. 

Abrons Arts Center
466 Grand Street
New York, NY 10002

Andrew Freedman Home
1125 Grand Concourse
Bronx, NY 10452

Danspace Project
St. Mark’s Church
131 E 10th Street
New York, NY 10003

Eden’s Expressway
537 Broadway 4th Fl
New York, NY 10012

Judson Memorial Church
55 Washington Square South
New York, NY 10012

Studies Project: 
D iasporic 
Interventions
Chinatown Art Brigade (est. 2015), 
South Asian Women’s Creative 
Collective (est. 1997), and Yellow Jackets 
Collective (est. 2015) organize multi-ethnic 
Asian communities across language barriers 
in an increasingly gentrified and art market-
driven Chinatown, connect and showcase South 
Asian women artists and creative professionals, 
and center POC/Queer/Femme/marginalized 
communities through political education, 
nightlife events, and queer archiving.

In open conversation with attendees, collectives 
will address: How do we do cultural work? How 
do we resist institutions? What Asian artist-
activist legacies shape our organizing  and our 
histories? What are our communities’ most 
pressing needs? 

6:30-8:30pm MR@Abrons Arts 
Center Studio G05
FREE, RSVP Recommended

Breaking 
White Silence: 
Conversations 
Breaking White Silence, a collective of antiracist 
white artists inspired by the work of the People’s 
Institute for Survival and Beyond, will facilitate 
one on one and small group conversations 
with other white folx, focusing on identifying 
manifestations of white cultural conditioning 
and brainstorming ways of subverting and 
challenging our participation in systemic and 
interpersonal racism. 

2:30-5:30pm MR@Abrons Arts 
Center Studio G05 
FREE, RSVP Recommended

Performance: 
The Commons Choir
mayday heyday parfait is a choral, 
choreographed, fiscal epic performed by The 
Commons Choir. The backstory is The Age 
of Discovery da Gama and Columbus sailing 
in opposite directions in search of the same 
spice (nutmeg) setting into motion a global 
interchange of peoples, plants and communicable 
diseases under the most exploitive terms 
imaginable; although this ongoing momentum is 
coextensive with our extinction, we still haven’t 
put in place a counteractive Age of Undiscovery. 
For the Movement Research Festival Fall 2017: 
invisible material we’ll open our process to the 
public, asking questions such as: Is divisive 
speech ever free speech? How could something or 
someone possibly be out of place? Is peopling of 
the planet potentially out of place? Is identifying 
with identity the problem? What happens when 
words aren’t more than what words can say? If 
70% of domestic terrorist attacks are committed 
by individuals-acting-alone, isn’t our greatest 
threat singularity? I’m more different from my 
group than yours. Shall we all meet all over 
again, free of arrogation?

8pm Danspace Project
$15 General / $12 Danspace 
Project members
Tickets: danspaceproject.org

Performance: 
Feminist Art Group + 
Collective States 
Building and dismantling structures. 
Translating across linguistic barriers. When 
artists are labourers, viewers become audience. 
When artists are foreigners, allies default to 
translators. Feminist Art Group and Collective 
States will offer performances, each interactive 
in their own way. 

8pm Danspace Project
$15 General / $12 Danspace 
Project members
Tickets: danspaceproject.org

Appetizer to the 
Understanding and 
Undoing Racism 
Training
with Organizers and Core Trainers 
Maria Bauman and Milta Vega-
Cardona of The People’s Institute 
for Survival and Beyond

The Undoing Racism Community Organizing 
Appetizer is framed around the first 3 portions 
(to keep the food metaphor going) of the 2.5 day 
workshop, a workshop developed and provided 
to help build the knowledge and capacity of 
its participants by introducing a common 
language, a common definition, and providing 
the history and codification of Race and Racism 
in the United States. The appetizer is used to 
support and nurture individuals and institutions 
organizing towards a complete workshop. 

12-3pm Danspace Project
FREE, RSVP Recommended

Workshop with 
Nia Love
Singularity: a point of contact
In this workshop, Love will facilitate a candid 
dialogue and movement practice about healing 
and aging that will be guided by the stories and 
family heirlooms offered by attendees. Love aims 
to push-up against the what is singularity of 
a thing and how space and time are infinitely 
distorted by climate and other forces that e/
affect motion and memory. A continuation 
of investigations for the Epic Memory Lab, 
Nia Love re-configures and re-examines the 
meanings of ‘safe-space’, domesticity, and 
self care. 

12-2pm MR@Eden’s Expressway
$5-$15 sliding scale, pre-
registration recommended

Project Potluck 
People of Color 
Brunch
Come uptown and get nourished at Potluck 
Project’s brunch for People of Color. Gather, 
break bread, let your guard down, and join a 
conversation on a question that continually 
comes up for communities of color: How do we 
get our individual and collective nourishment? 
We’ll come together to learn, unlearn, share, 
plot, discuss, eat, and digest. This is how Potluck 
Project addresses supremacy, oppression, and 
the exercise of power in the creative sector and 
society at large. Come as you are and bring what 
you have, no questions asked. 

12:30-3:30pm 
Andrew Freedman Home
FREE, RSVP Recommended

The curators recommend...
These workshops are not curated by the 
Movement Research Festival Fall 2017: 
invisible material, but in the spirit of 
collective wellness, the curators recommended 
all Festival attendees visit!

//MINKA//
1120 Washington Ave, Brooklyn
Throughout the festival week, visit MINKA – a 
center for wellness and an inclusive environment in 
Brooklyn – for sliding scale community workshops 
in different healing practices.
minkabrooklyn.com

//Using the ACRE Platform: A Toolkit for 
Racial Equity and the Arts//
Tuesday, November 28 6-9pm 
Gibney Dance 280 Broadway
FREE, see festival website for more 
information
Maria Bauman, Sarita Covington, and Nathan 
Trice, the co-founders of Artists Co-Creating Real 
Equity (ACRE), share a platform collectively 
designed by ACRE members, focusing on racial 
equity in arts education, funding, coverage in 
media, curation, casting, and in space allocation/
availability, through which they will help 
participants examine their own artistic practices 
and artistic organizations with a racial justice lens 
informed by The People’s Institute for Survival 
and Beyond.

Performance: Wildcat! 
+ Social Health 
Performance Club
Collectives, Wildcat! and Social Health 
Performance Club share an evening of 
performances.

8pm Danspace Project
$15 General / $12 Danspace 
Project members
Tickets: danspaceproject.org

1)Capitalocene is noted as an epoch in which 
the humos, or human, becomes the individual 
proponent, or center, with unsustainable 
patterns of production and consumption on the 
planetary scale.


